Fifty thousand years
ago, at the very dawn of humanity’s
dominion of the natural world, people existed at the
mercy of nature, in all it’s harsh and unforgiving glory. Our
understanding of nature was framed in terms of great and powerful
spirits, which inhabited and controlled the world and guided those people
who believed in them and could read their signs, allowing them to prosper and
spread. On the Indonesian archipelago the ancestors of the modern peoples of
New Guinea and Australia took mankind’s first steps away from their familiar, landbound existence and ventured onto the uncharted seas for the first time to explore
the thousands of islands tracing a path to their descendant’s modern homelands.
This giant step into the unknown, in the face of the powerful forces of nature,
would have taken great courage and faith in some guiding hand.

In Sunda to Sahul you can be that guiding hand, helping the people of
your totem to discover and colonise one island after another.
But you will need some of the courage, speed and
audacity of those ancient people if you
are to prosper.

sagacity.aires.com.au

Sunda to Sahul

Introduction
Each player in the games takes the
role of one of the four great spirits:
o Marajun - protector of life;
o Akambu - the great teacher;
o Sekuma - the great provider;
o Tumek - source of all courage.
The aim of the game is to guide the
people of your totem as they discover
and colonise the islands of the
archipelago.

Marajun

Akambu

Sekuma

Tumek

Figure 1: Tokens bearing the totems
of the four great spirits

The Pieces
The game contains 136 different
jigsaw tiles with some combination of
sea and land, 104 spirit tokens, 6
resource markers, 4 dice and a
counting board.

The Game
The game can be played in a number
of different ways depending on the
age, experience and preferences of the
players. The beginners' game is well
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suited to younger players and players
who have not played before. This
game is a race to discover and
colonise islands in an archipelago. Due
to the nature of the jigsaw tiles, each
time you play the game you will
discover a different set of islands.
Once you have mastered the
beginners' game you can gradually
introduce the elements of the
advanced game: water rights; tribes;
cooperation, challenges and resources.
These elements an be added one at a
time (in this order) to gradually
increase the complexity of the game.
Both the beginners' game and the
advanced game can be played either
simultaneously or in turns. The
'Turns' game takes longer and
involves more strategic play. The 'No
Turns' game is lively and intense,
requiring players to think quickly and
plan on the run. We first describe the
'Turns' version of the game. The
changes required to play the 'No
Turns' version are described on page 10.

The Beginners' Game
Setting Up
The tiles are distributed face up
between the players (the tile pool),
leaving an open space between the
players for game play (the playing
surface).
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This works

This works

Now it works

This doesn't work
Figure 2: Placing Tiles

Figure 3: Nodes made from 3,4,5 and 6 tiles
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Each player takes a number of the
tokens for their spirit as follows
2 Players - 24 tokens
3 players - 16 tokens
4 players - 12 tokens.
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containing no land, but is otherwise
complete, then the island is still
considered to be complete. The small
islands completely within some tiles
do not count as land.

Game Play

Placing Tiles
The game centres around the jigsaw
tiles. Players place these tiles to
construct a set of islands. To be
placed, a tile must match any tile it
joins and it must share an edge with at
least one placed tile. Examples of
properly and improperly placed tiles
can be seen in Figure 2.

Completing Land Nodes
A node is a point where corners of
each of a group of tiles all meet in
such a way that the tiles completely
surround that point. Nodes can be
formed with 3, 4, 5, or 6 tiles. (see
examples in Figure 3). A land node
has land where the corners meet.
When a player adds the last tile to
complete a land node, they may place
one of their tokens on that node.

Completing an Island
An island is complete when no tile
can be added to extend the land of
the island. Note that if the island
contains a lake which is missing a tile

The youngest player selects a tile with
no land on it from the pool and
places it in the open playing area
between the players. They then decide
who will play first.
A play consists of
1. Taking a tile from the tile pool.
2. Placing the tile to extend the
islands on the playing surface.
3. If a node is formed in 2, then:
putting one of your tokens on
the node.
Each player completes two plays in
their turn adding two tiles to the
playing surface. If a player finds they
cannot place the tile they have
selected then they can return the tile
to their tile pool and select another
without penalty.
Other players are free to advise the
player on the best place to put their
tiles and should check to make sure
the tile is placed correctly.
When a player completes their turn
the turn passes to the player to their
left.
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Play continues until any player has
used all of their spirit tokens OR until
all jigsaw tiles have been used OR until
all players agree that they cannot
place any more jigsaw tiles.
At the end of the game each player
adds the value of each of their tokens.
A token on a completed island is
worth 2 points. A token on an
incomplete island is worth 1 point.

The Advanced Game
The advanced game begins in the
same way as the beginners game, but
incorporates a few new elements:
water rights; tribes; cooperation;
challenges and resources. These
elements can be added one at a time
(in the order above) to gradually
increase the complexity of the game.

Water Rights
A water node is like a land node
except there is water at the node
point. If a water node is part of a lake
then it is a freshwater node (Figure
4), otherwise it is a seawater node. A
seawater node cannot be claimed and
does not count for points. A water
node becomes a freshwater node
when the last piece is placed that
completes a body of water
surrounded by land (a lake - see
Figure 4). The player who places the
last tile may claim the water rights to

Figure 4: A body of fresh water having one
freshwater node.

Water Rights Example:
Tumek completes a lake with 3
nodes. The lake is worth 15 points if
the island it is on is incomplete or 30
points if the islands it is on is
complete at the end of the game.

the entire lake by placing a single
token on the lake. The water rights
are worth 5 points for each fresh water
node or 10 points per node if the
island the lake is on is complete at the
end of the game.

Tribes
A tribe takes the form of stack of up
to five tokens from one or more
players. In a tribe, each token is worth
as many points as there are tokens in
the tribe or double that value if the
island is complete at the end of the
game.
Each time a player completes a node
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Number of Tokens in
Challenging Tribe

Cooperation
Tribes can be either pure tribes or
cooperating tribes. The player with
the most tokens in a tribe controls
that tribe. Any player wishing to join
a tribe must have permission from the
player controlling the tribe. If two or
more players have the same number
of tokens in a tribe then whichever of
those players last added a token to the
tribe (the token nearest the top of
the stack) controls the tribe. Once a
token is added to a tribe it cannot be
moved to another tribe.
Cooperating Tribe Example
a tribe consists of 3 of Marajun's
tokens and 2 of Sekuma's tokens on
a completed island.
Each token is worth 10 points so
Marajun's tokens are worth 30 points
and Sekuma's are worth 20 points.
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they may add one of their unused
tokens to a tribe on the island or use
it to form a new tribe.
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A tribe consists of 3 of Marajun's
tokens. Each token is worth 3 points
so Marajun will get 9 points if the
island is incomplete or 18 points if
the island is complete.

Number of Tokens in
Defending Tribe

Tribe Example

3

3

2

1

1

Table 1: Number of dice rolled in a Challenge.
The smaller tribe rolls one die. The
larger tribe rolls the number of dice
shown.

Challenges
If a player completes a node on an
island and adds a token to that island,
they may then declare a challenge as
follows:
1. The challenger selects any tribe
that they control on any island
as the challenging tribe.
2. The challenger nominates any
other tribe on the same island
as the defending tribe.
3. The controller of the defending
tribe and the challenger roll dice
to decide the winner.
The player with the smaller tribe
always rolls one die. The player with
the larger tribe rolls from 1 to 3 dice
depending on the difference in the
number of tokens in the two tribes.
All the tokens in the tribe count in
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deciding how many dice the larger
tribe uses. The number of dice to roll
is shown in Table 1.
The player who rolls the highest
number on any single die wins the
challenge. If both players roll the
same number then the challenger
wins. The loser of the challenge takes
back the topmost of their tokens
from the tribe they controlled in the
challenge. The winner of the
challenge adds one of their token to
the top of the tribe.
The chance of the challenger winning
is shown in Table 2.

Challenge Example
Marajun's tribe has 3 of her tokens
and 2 of Sekuma's tokens. Marajun
challenges a tribe with 2 of Tumek's
tokens and 1 of Akambu's tokens.
Tumek rolls one die and Marajun rolls
2 dice. Marajun has a 75% chance of
winning this challenge.

Challenger Rolls 1 die

1 die

1 die

2 dice 3 dice

Defender Rolls 3 dice 2 dice

1 die

1 die

1 die

% of rolls won 34% 42% 58% 75% 83%

Table 2: The probability of the challenger
winning a challenge.

Figure 5: The resource markers.

Resources
The resource markers add more
conflict to the game as players
struggle to control an island. There
are six coloured resource markers (see
Figure 5). These are placed face up on
the Table within reach of all players.
After adding a token to an island, a
player may seek to add any single
available resource marker to that
island.
The selected resource may only be
added if, after the marker is added, the
total of the numbers on the resource
markers on the island is less than or
equal to the number of tokens on the
island (including water rights tokens).
Resource markers cannot be removed
or exchanged.
At the end of the game, points for the
resources on an island go to the
player with the most tokens on the
island (including water rights tokens).
Especially after an island has been
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Figure 11: One solution to the one player game. This set of islands uses all of
the tiles to form a set of islands in which all of the islands are
complete. Can you find more solutions?
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Resources Example:
Akambu adds a token to an island
bringing the total number of tokens
on the island to 14. There was a '6'
resource marker on the island
already, so he may add any one of
the '8' or '7' or '5' resource markers, if
they are available.

completed, players often negotiate
loose alliances to seek control of the
resources. Resources are worth twice
their face value, or four times their
face value if the island is complete.

Ending Play
Play ends when any player has placed
all of their available spirit tokens OR
when any player has used all their
jigsaw tiles OR when all parties agree
to finish.

Scoring
All scoring takes place after the end
of play. Scoring consists of counting
up the points that each player gets for
resources, tribe tokens and water
rights. To assist in this a scoring board
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is provided (see Figure 6). The board
is marked with a pair of concentric
rings of “counting stones” marked 0
to 9 on the inner ring and 00 to 190
on the outer ring, and a central lake
marked 200 which lets players count
scores over 200 points. The score for
any player is the sum of the values of
the stones on which their scoring
tokens sit.
Two of each player's unused tokens
are placed on the scoring board with
one token used to score the 'tens'
part of the score and the other to
indicate the ‘units’ part of the score.
If the score for a player goes over 200
points then the player adds a token to
the central lake and the part of the
score over 200 points is counted on
the stones.
The points for the resources on an
island are counted first. All of the
points for the resources on the island
go to the player with the most tokens
on the island (including water rights
tokens). If two or more players have
the same number of tokens on an

SUMMARY OF POINT VALUES
Each token in a tribe

Is Worth

To

as many points as the size of the tribe

The spirit who owns the token

Each water rights token 5 points for each water node in a lake
Each resource marker

2 times its face value

The spirit who owns the token
The spirit with most tokens on the island

The value of each item is doubled if it is on a completed island
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island then they split the resource
points equally between them.
After the resource points have been
counted for the island, the value of
the tokens in the tribe are counted.
This is best done one tribe at a time.
After the value of all of the “tribe”
tokens have been added to the score,
the 'water rights' tokens are counted.
The player with the highest total is the
winner.

The 'No Turns' game

For a more lively game that is quicker
to play, the game can be played
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simultaneously by all players. This
works best when all players are of
similar skill.
During the set up the tiles must be
divided randomly and equally
between the players. Players then lay
their tiles out face up in front of
themselves to form their private tile
pool, taking care to keep their tiles
separate from those of the other
players and leaving room for the
playing surface between the players.
The youngest player selects a 'water'
tile (without land) from any player's
tile pool and places it face up on the
playing surface to start play. Each
player may take one tile at a time

49 points

81 points

143 points

104 points
Figure 6: The use of the counting board
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from their tile pool and place it in the
normal way. If they cannot place the
tile they have selected then they may
return the tile to their tile pool and
select another.
Whenever there is a challenge, all
players stop play while the challenge is
resolved.

Raiding Parties

If a player finds that they need a tile
that they do not have and they see
the tile in the tile pool of another
player they may declare a raiding
party and take the required tile. The
victim of the raiding party may then
take any two tiles from the raider's
tile pool.
When the game is finished, scoring
proceeds as for the ‘turns’ version of
the game.

Special Situations
Illegally Placed Tiles

If a player is observed placing a tile
illegally (not matching in shape or
pattern of land and sea on the joining
sides or corners) then the player must
remove the tile immediately and
return it to the box (It plays no
further part in the game).
If a group of tiles is found to form an
illegal pattern but it is not known
which of the tiles were placed illegally
then all play stops while the situation
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is resolved. The player with the most
tokens on the island removes any
illegally placed tiles one at a time and
returns them to the box. If the island
has no tokens or all players on the
island have an equal number of
tokens then the person who identified
the illegal pattern removes the
illegally placed tiles.
Any tiles that are disconnected from
the main body of tiles after the
illegally placed tiles are removed are
also removed. Any illegally placed
tiles which are removed are out of
play for the rest of the game.
Any tokens on an island with illegally
placed tiles stay on the island unless
all tiles are removed from the island,
in which case all tokens are returned
to their owners.

Triangular spaces
If a tile is so placed as to form a
triangular space (such as illustrated in
Figure 7) then any one of the three
tiles which border the space (indicated
by an x in Figure 7) must be removed
immediately by the player who
formed the triangular space and
placed somewhere else on this or
another island. However, no tile that
forms part of a completed island may
be removed. This does not count
toward the two tiles that the player
can place during their turn in the
'Turns' version of the game.
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Playing on your own
Puzzles

Figure 7: A triangular space. The three tiles
which border it are marked with an x.

A large number of puzzles with a wide
range of difficulty may be
constructed using the tiles. These are
presented in the form of the image of
an island without the tile boundaries.
For greater difficulty the vegetation
and animals on the island are absent.
Example puzzles are shown in Figures
8, 9 and 10. More puzzles and their

solutions can be found on the web site at
sagacity.aires.com.au/puzzles.html

Forming Multiple nodes
If a player forms more than one node
when placing a single tile, the player
treats each of the formed nodes as if
they were formed in separate moves.

Interference
In the 'No Turns' version of the game,
if two players each attempt to place a
tile such that it is not possible to place
both tiles, then an interference is
declared and all play stops while the
interference is resolved.
The interference is resolved by each
player throwing one die. The player
throwing the highest number is
allowed to place their tile and play
continues. If both players throw the
same number then each throw again
until one player throws a higher
number than the other.

The 1-player game
The 1 player game is a puzzle where the
objective is to use all of the tiles to form
a set of islands. The solution can be
scored by counting one point for each
node on an incomplete island and two
points for each node on a completed
island. As there will always be exactly 68
land nodes if all of the tiles are used and
all islands are completed, the highest
score for this game is 136 points. An
example of a 'perfect' set of islands is
provided in Figure 11.
The 1 player game gets more interesting if
we change the scoring a little. For
example if we allow tribes of up to 5
tokens, and score as for the tribes in the
multiplayer game then the highest
possible score is 668 points, but now the
islands in Figure 10 score only 568 - a less
than perfect score.
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Figure 8:

Lost Island Puzzles: In these two puzzles the
player must discover an island that looks
exactly like the image shown.

Figure 9:

Map Puzzles: Here only the outline of the island
is shown with the outline of one piece in the
solution shown as a clue and to indicate scale.
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Figure 10:

A larger map puzzle with
two large islands.
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